Grand Canyon Gas Logs

Established in 2011 Grand Canyon Gas Logs was designed to bring quality, realism and American manufacturing back to the hearth industries gas log market. Scouring the South West for the perfect logs, each log is individually cast and hand painted to perfection. Grand Canyon Gas Logs is a combination of the industry’s most authentic looking ceramic refractory logs and the highest quality manufactured array of burners. Designed, engineered and manufactured in the United States, Grand Canyon Gas Logs craftsmanship prove American pride into each log and burner they build. Manufactured in the heartland of America, our burners are made of 30 gauge 304 thickness stainless steel and feature a fully welded frame for superior quality that is unmatched in the gas log market. All products manufactured by Grand Canyon Gas Logs carry a lifetime warranty when installed inside your fireplace. Take a look at our full line of indoor and outdoor products to truly understand the Grand Canyon Gas Log difference.

Who Is Kyle?

Kyle is a real breasted man scouring the Arizona country side in search of the finest logs. This is not a mythical creature that we have created but a real person that would love to shake your hand. Kyle’s jolly spirit is infectious and his tenacity and work ethic is unmatched by any log hunter of his kind. The spirit of Kyle is the foundation of Grand Canyon Gas Logs striking to bring reality to an old industry. Grand Canyon Gas Logs, “Real Logs For Real People”.

GRAND CANYON GAS LOGS

REAL LOGS... FROM REAL PEOPLE
ARIZONA WEATHERED OAK

These logs were found in the mountains of the Northern Arizona forest. In fact, all of the logs that make up this collection were gathered from one tree that was hit by lightning more than 40 years ago. The effects of the lightning strike created bulges, twisting and cracking in the wood which are unique to our Arizona Weathered Oak Collection.

Available in regular sizes 18” - 60” Front View & See Through

Now available in extra large widths of 48” and 60”

JUMBO SERIES & JUMBO SLIMLINE SERIES

Our Jumbo Series matches our massive Jumbo burners with our hefty Arizona Weathered Oak Logs. The 1” limes on the burner are a perfect complement to the 12” diameter of the Jumbo Arizona Weathered Oak front log. Big limes and big logs are not all this collection has to offer as massive flames are the final part of this 3 headed beast. Available in sizes 24” – 120” front view and see through. Jumbo burners have a depth of 2.2” and the Jumbo Slimline burners are 1.5” deep.

NEW
ARIZONA JUNIPER

Found in the washes and valleys of the Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the arroyo springs and hot summers causing exotic cracking and wild twisting in the wood. Our log hunters hiked the washes hand-picking each of the logs that make up the Arizona Juniper set. Take notice of the detail in each one of the logs that feature deep cracking, pitting and natural wood decor only perfected by Mother Nature.

Available sizes 18”–47” Front View & See Through
WESTERN DRIFTWOOD

Agily named, this beautiful set of timber was conceived with one of the world's 7 natural wonders in mind - The Grand Canyon. This most recent addition to the company's line of hand-crafted gas logs resembles the natural terrain of the Grand Canyon along the sun baked banks of the Colorado River. Scorching summers and cool wet winters served as inspiration behind such detail. It features a washed-out, sun-bleached exterior against rich gray tones and bright white elements creating the look for deep, cracking, splitting-in-the-woods bark. We recommend the Western Driftwood log set as the perfect option for any transitional design.

Available in sizes 18” – 42” Front/View & See-Through.
BLUE PINE SPLIT

These logs were found in the bark beetle savaged forest of Northern Arizona. The infestation of beetles left behind acres upon acres of downed trees, however it created unbelievable wood character only captured in the Blue Pine Split log collection. The deep grain patterns and gray highlights make this look like the wood was split right in half in your fireplace. Don’t like the split side, reverse the log to showcase the fantastic Alligator bark. Available in sizes 18”, 24”, & 30” in Front View Only.

Logs shown on this page have the Alligator bark facing out.
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BLUE PINE SPLIT
ARIZONA WEATHERED OAK CHARRED

This collection combines the detail and beauty from our native series and adds the extra dimension of an authentic charred look. Our log hunters hand-picked each of the logs, and then burned the front logs right in half. Once burnt the logs are milled to capture the most realistic looking charred set on the market.

Available sizes 18”-42”
QUAKING ASPEN

Here is Grand Canyon Gas Logs signature Birch set. This traditional Birch log set balances the cream whites with the scored black bark from the winter snows. Available sizes 18", 24", 30" & 36".

NEW

QUAKING ASPEN

KIVA SERIES

A Southwest favorite, the Kiva Series has been found to be a very versatile burner system. Designed to fit almost any fireplace, burners 18", 24 and 30" have actual overall widths of 12", 18" and 24". With an overall depth of 9", this burner packs a punch for its size! Options available are the Arizona Weathered Oak or the Arizona Juniper.
**ACCESSORIES**

- Poseidon
- Blue
- Calypso
- Light Blue
- Krystallo
- Diamond
- Apollo
- Bronze
- Vesper
- Black
- Terra
- Copper
- Amber
- Diamond

Available in 10 lb. Jars

**NEW**

- Arizona Weathered Oak 3 pc. Twig Set
- Quaking Aspen 4 pc. Twig Set
- Arizona Juniper 3 pc. Twig Set
- Blue Pine Split 5 pc. Twig Set
- Arizona Weathered Oak 5 pc. Twig Set

**NEW**

- Lava Rocks
- Available in 10 lb. bags
- FireGlass
- Available in 10 lb. bags
- Pyrogranite

- Calypso Light Blue
- Krystallo Diamond
- Vesper Black
- Terra Copper
- Amber Diamond

**SEE IT IN YOUR HOME**

**NEW**

- FIREPLACE CANNON BALLS
- Simple yet modern elegance describe our new Cannon Balls. These solid cement refractory balls look great sitting on a bed of our Lava Granules whether the flames are turned on or off. Add extra dimension by stacking all 3 sizes together.
- Available sizes: 3”, 4” & 5”

**NEW**

- LINEAR WESTERN DRIFTWOOD
- Linear Western Driftwood log set add a transitional dimension to a linear fireplace. These uniquely crafted logs spread across the fireplace giving a wood pile effect.
- Available in linear lengths: 24’ – 90’

**NEW**

- Frontburner 72” Driftwood Log Set

Contemporary Fireplace Accessories
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GAS BURNERS

Grand Canyon burners are manufactured with American pride in the Heart Land of the United States. Our 2 & 3 burner systems are ANSI certified from sizes 18” - 42” and all burners manufactured are factory tested to meet ANSI standards. STAINLESS STEEL pans and Schedule 40 hard pipes are just some of the reasons Grand Canyon burners stand out from the rest. With a lifetime indoor use warranty our burners are built to stand the test of time.

1 Burner
Available Sizes: 18”, 24”, 30”

2 Burner
Available Sizes: 18” - 42”

3 Burner
Available Sizes: 18” - 42”

King Burner
Models: 18 (12’’), 24 (18’’) & 30 (21’’)

2 Burner See Through
Available Sizes: 18” - 42”

3 Burner See Through
Available Sizes: 18” - 42”

Linear Burner
The perfect contemporary alternative to a gas log set, Grand Canyon Gas Logs’ IP Linear burner features a SIT spark to pilot valve system with a remote. This 110V system with battery back-up is available in both NG & LP models. Available Sizes: 18’, 24’, 30’, 42’, 48’, 60’ & 72’

Jumbo/Jumbo Slimline Burner
Available Sizes: 36” - 120”
Jumbo = 23” Depth or Jumbo Slimline = 18” Depth

VALVES & CONTROL SYSTEMS

Manual Valve
Part #MV6, 50K BTU Rating

Safety Pilot System
Part #SPDI600 / SPDI410 (not shown), 90K BTU Rating

High Capacity Safety Pilot System
Part #MPSPK-6 / HCSPK-6 (not shown), 142K BTU Rating

Modulating Millivolt System
Part #MVSPK-6 / MVSPK-6L (not shown), 12K BTU Rating

High Capacity Millivolt System
Part #MICROV6 / VEYDROY16F (not shown), 240K BTU Rating

Battery Electronics
Part #BATTERYS / BATTERLY (not shown), 82K BTU Rating

Electronic Ignition System Blue
Part #EIS, 200K BTU Rating

Grand Canyon Remote Kit
Part #GCRK

Grand Canyon Wall Switch
Part #GWNS